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Find all of my reviews at I thought my schedule only allowed
time for one banned challenged book this week, but I guess I
should know by now not to underestimate my reading
superpower Especially when the library had this one available
as a little 10 minute audio choice I opted for that version
because me likey the listeny stuff sometimes and High five to
you, NPH.Boy this little book has something to offend
EVERYONE The PETA people who think penguins shouldn t
be kept in captivity to begin with, the only straight married
couples should be allowed to adopt, the homophobes
generically Justin Richardson and Peter Parnell obviously
subscribe to the go big or go home approach to writing a sure
to be challenged book Okay, so obviously I m a big tree
hugging lib at least as far as book reading is concerned My
question is, WTF difference does it make if this book is in a
school library You re a member of the alt right movement YOU
be the butthole who is willing to label yourself a butthole and
send a note to school that says YOUR kid can t read this book
because you don t approve of the message YOU SOLO
ALONE Don t take it off the shelves for everyone else I mean
dang, it s a book about penguins who adopt a baby that would
have never had a chance to survive otherwise the pro life
people should have been all in favor of this one, FFS Unless
you plan on Little Billy only living on the compound with his
sisterwives his entire life this is a pretty benign way of showing
how not all families look the same but that it alwaystakes two to
make a TangoAnd if you think you could win parenthood better
than Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka Spoiler Alert a GAY
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couple , I triple dog dare you to prove it In The Zoo There Are
All Kinds Of Animal Families But Tango S Family Is Not Like
Any Of The Others This Illustrated Children S Book
Fictionalizes The True Story Of Two Male Penguins Who
Became Partners And Raised A Penguin Chick In The Central
Park Zoo Good grief Charlie Brown What is all the fuss about
this book, anyway This is a very sweet story It s the true tale
about 2 male penguins who are a pair and how they came to
tend an egg and then raise Tango, a baby penguin This
happens at the Central Park Zoo in New York City, and the
illustrations really show off Central Park and the zoo they re
beautiful and the expressions on the penguins faces are
priceless.This is a picture book for 4 8 year olds and it s a
wonderful story for kids and interesting for adults, especially
since what actually happened is describedat the back of the
book Yeah, yeah, I know some people have their reasons
beyond my understanding to be opposed to homosexuality and
that s what the ruckus is all about Well, as a vegan, I could tell
you some very negative things about zoos But this isn t the
place for such hysteria.This is simply a lovely, fun, educational,
heartwarming, innocent, and enjoyable book. This is apparently
the 1 banned book in the country My husband sought it out at
the library, and it has a big red tag on the cover that says
BANNED I love the fact that it is a true story IF I am correct this
is the book Abby gives to Simon , the one about gay penguins
This is my 4 year old son s very favourite book, which he has
insisted on me reading to him almost every night before he
goes to sleep ever since I bought it for him two years ago or so
There are other kids books I like better myself, but this one is
really sweet, and he loves it beyond all measure He even
named his stuffed toy penguin Tango he had the toy before we
got the book, but as soon as he heard the book read for the
very first time, he decided the penguin was now Tango, and
thus it has been ever since , and regularly asks me to make up
new Tango stories for him.I m not going to recap what it s
about, because I think pretty much everyone knows that by
now But I do have to wonder how many people who get up in
arms about it being propaganda or inappropriate for children or
whatever have actually read it It doesn t contain any references
to sexuality whatsoever it just says Roy and Silo loved each
other and wanted to build a nest together and have a family
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Simple as that There s really nothing intrinsically political about
it at all The fact that they re both male only really enters into it
in that it s a obstacle to being able to start a family, because
they can t lay an egg The way the story is told, it s not much
different than if they were an opposite sex couple but one was
infertile But of course, in the context of a society that still
suffers from a certain amount of entrenched homophobia, any
acknowledgement of alternative family structures is implicitly
political And so even a book as sweet and simple as this,
where the underlying message is really just that everyone
wants the same things in life love and family gets challenged
as being, ironically, anti family , even though it s really about
the most pro family book there is And I think the positive focus
on loving families in it is one of the things that makes my son
like it so much that fundamentally it s a story of a baby a baby
penguin, in this case coming into a family that loves her and
wants her so much they re willing to go to exceptional lengths
in order for her to be born I think reading that can make any
child feelloved, by proxy Because really, love and family are
what this book is all about. and love is love.This nonfictional
tale simply puts the topic of various love applications on the
map for children to understand In the animal world, if a partner
fits one s life, so be it.Nothingto say Other than, this is a lovely
story that should be in every library throughout the world.5 5
What a very cute story this turned out to be Two male penguins
end up hatching an egg that was given to them by the zoo
keeper and they raise a baby penguin to become part of their
happy family The controversy surrounding this book seems
excessive in my opinion Sure it has two male penguins and not
a male and a female where s the tragedy there but the focus is
the love that they have for each other so much so that they
want to start a family and share that love with a baby This is
the first same sex story I read to my children who are 4 and 8
and they really liked it evenso because it s a true story They
didn t ask any questions about why there were two dads so
that aspect of the story didn t seem to trouble them They saw it
as two penguins who have a cute baby penguin and live
happily ever after swimming away at the zoo The end Yes the
author mentions how girl and boy penguins get together to
have a baby penguin and that Silo and Roy are boy penguins
wanting to do the same but that could be a good jumping point
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into a discussion about same sex parents and their children or
whatever other questions if any may come up It exposes
children who may not otherwise be exposed to different kinds
of families It s also interesting for older children to discuss why
this book is considered controversial for some to the point of
being banned and what they think about that.One little gripe I
have is that when it s only the penguins in the illustrations the
colours are somewhat dull but my kids didn t seem to mind The
author adds a note at the end explaining how this is a true
story and that the family can be seen frolicking away at the
Central Park Zoo in New York City Basically it s a sweet story
that s easy to read and follow, with big engaging pictures and a
standard theme in a lot picture books love in a family I think it
makes a nice addition to a child s library if you want to
introduce same sex couples to them or just to be open minded
and accepting about people who may be different from them
And really you don t even have to read it like that but just as a
story about a happy family loving their baby no subversive
message there. It s Banned Books Week and the theme for
2018 is Banning Books Silences Stories If someone tells me
not to do something I want to do it evenso I was really excited
when I came across Humble Bundle s Forbidden Books bundle
which you can find here until the bundle expires in 7 days This
is the first book I ve read from the bundle.Of the Top 10 Most
Challenged Books of 2017 as reported by the American Library
Association s Office for Intellectual Freedom the ninth most
challenged book is this sweet love story between two penguins
in Central Park Zoo, just because the penguins that love each
other are boys At the end of the book I discovered that Roy
and Silo s story is taken from real life which increased the
adorability factor to maximum for me Roy and Silo became a
couple in 1998 In 2000 keeper Rob Gramzay s wonderful idea
became a dream come true for our two penguins when they
welcomed Tango to their family If you re like me and will be
concerned about why Tango s egg was available, you don t
need to worry as it s not a sad story This book shows that it s
love, not biology, that makes a family. And Tango Makes Three
is an Aspca Henry Bergh Book award winning book about how
two male penguins, Roy and Silo, try to have a child together
Justin Richardson and Peter Parnell along with illustrations by
Henry Cole makes And Tango Makes Three a truly touching

story about what it takes to make a true family.Justin
Richardson and Peter Parnell have done a great job at
discussing one of the major issues in our society in a
lighthearted and comforting way Justin Richardson and Peter
Parnell makes this story extremely heartwarming and cute as
Roy and Silo try so hard to build a family no matter how
different they were from the other families This story brilliantly
talks about embracing the differences of certain families and
the way that Silo and Roy want to be parents even though they
are both boys is portrayed in a positive way and this book will
help children embrace diversity extremely easily Henry Cole s
illustrations are fluid and cute as the penguins look somewhat
realistic and are drawn in fluid colors that help give the book
aupbeat mood and Henry Cole s illustrations always show Roy
and Silo having happy and comfortable expressions which
shows that they take pleasure in being a couple no matter how
different they are from the other couples.Parents should know
that the theme of homosexuality in this book might upset some
readers which caused this book to be banned and challenged
in many states, even though this book is trying to point out that
even the most unlikely couple can create a beautiful family
Parents might want to talk to their children about how
homosexuality is one of the most controversial issues
discussed in society, but also discuss how the book was trying
to promote a safe message about having a true family And
Tango Makes Three is a truly beautiful and engaging book
about accepting different families of different cultures I would
recommend this book to children ages five and up since the
theme of homosexuality might upset some parents.Review is
also on Rabbit Ears Book Blog
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